
Drone Inspection
IMGING lets you inspect roofs and properties with an automated drone in as 

little as five minutes. You can gather, view, and annotate ultra-high-res roof and 

property images, view 3D models, get measurements of every facet, and use the 

info as part of a detailed bid. 

Handheld Inspection
Use an iOS mobile device and turn data into insights,  

urgency-driving inspection reports, and work-winning bids. 
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Increase   

Close Rates

Wow customers and  

carriers with to-the-nail 

accurate, polished bids.

A.I. DAMAGE 

DETECTION

Use unbiased A.I. to  

highlight damage and 

differentiate your bids. 

MEASUREMENTS

Explore and review  

inspection-grade 

3D models for any 

measurement you need.

Inspect List 

Organize exterior and 

interior photos for 

greater collaboration. 

Smart Photo 

Location 

See the location of 

any photo taken.

A.I. Damage 

Detection

Use deep learning 

to identify 

damage.

The Leading Drone  

Roof Inspection Solution
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About Loveland Innovations  
We help construction companies by giving new ways to gather and analyze property data. IMGING lets users create a comprehensive, up-to-the-

second digital version of a whole property. Using this detailed digital version of a structure, users get new ways to document, explore, measure, 

and analyze them. This helps you improve your sales workflow, allows for more complete approach to property management, and much more.

Speed Squares 
For a quick bid, you need quick measurements. Speed 

Squares gives the total squares of a roof in a few 

seconds, so you can write rough bids whether you’re 

on-site or not. Speed Squares is a free tool included in 

the IMGING inspection platform. 

IMGING On-Demand delivers property data for a fraction of what you’d 

usually pay. We use drones, A.I., and certified pilots to get you the info 

you need to make a decision about a roofing estimate, insurance claim, or 

bid in just a few days. Ideal for those “steep and high” jobs.

Within a few days you’ll get access to the 

images and measurements in the IMGING 

app along with the ability to create rock 

solid inspection reports, roof reports, and 

bids to help you close more buiness.

Tell us where and when  

you need an inspection.

We’ll send a pilot to fly the  

home and gather imagery.
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